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Carolina Redondo-Cabrera, Marcos Baptista-Rı´os and Roberto J. Lo´pez-Sastre
Abstract—Training a Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) for
semantic segmentation typically requires to collect a large amount
of accurate pixel-level annotations, a hard and expensive task. In
contrast, simple image tags are easier to gather. With this paper
we introduce a novel weakly-supervised semantic segmentation
model able to learn from image labels, and just image labels.
Our model uses the prior knowledge of a network trained for
image recognition, employing these image annotations as an
attention mechanism to identify semantic regions in the images.
We then present a methodology that builds accurate class-specific
segmentation masks from these regions, where neither external
objectness nor saliency algorithms are required. We describe
how to incorporate this mask generation strategy into a fully
end-to-end trainable process where the network jointly learns
to classify and segment images. Our experiments on PASCAL
VOC 2012 dataset show that exploiting these generated class-
specific masks in conjunction with our novel end-to-end learning
process outperforms several recent weakly-supervised semantic
segmentation methods that use image tags only, and even some
models that leverage additional supervision or training data.
Index Terms—semantic segmentation, weakly supervised, deep
learning.
I. INTRODUCTION
Semantic image segmentation results of fundamental im-
portance in a wide variety of computer vision tasks, such as
scene understanding or image retrieval, but it comes at the cost
of requiring pixel-wise labelling to generate training data. To
collect a large amount of accurate pixel-level annotations is a
hard and time consuming task. Therefore, this creation of train-
ing data has become one of the bottlenecks for the progress
of semantic segmentation methods. Fortunately, a series of
Convolution Neural Networks (CNNs)-based approaches for
semantic segmentation, which rely on weaker forms of anno-
tation, have emerged as a solution to this problem. They are
known as weakly-supervised semantic segmentation solutions,
e.g. [1], [2], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13].
A particularly appealing setting is defined by those models
that are able to perform a semantic segmentation using only
image-level labels to indicate the presence or absence of the
classes of interest, which are rather inexpensive attributes to
annotate and thus more common in practice (e.g. Flickr [14]).
All these models share a common problem: how can we
accurately assign image-level labels to corresponding pixels
of training images such that the CNN-based models can learn
to perform a semantic segmentation?
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Some approaches (e.g. [5], [6]) propose to use the available
image labels as a constraint on the output segmentation mask.
If an image tag is absent, no pixel in the image should take
that label; if an image label is present, the segmentation
must contain the label at least in one pixel. However, these
weakly-supervised segmentation algorithms typically yield
poor localization accuracy, because, for instance, the objects
of interest are rarely single pixel. To overcome this weakness,
some approaches have proposed to exploit an objectness prior
(e.g. [1], [7], [8], [12]), with the drawback that the final
segmentation heavily depends on the success of this external
objectness module, which, in practice, only produces a coarse
heat map which does not accurately determine the location and
shape of the objects. Others substitute the objectness module
with a saliency step (e.g. [3], [10], [11]), which focuses the
attention of the segmentation on regions that stand out in the
image, which is not the case for all the foreground objects in
a scene.
Motivated by all these shortcomings, we introduce a CNN-
based architecture for weakly-supervised semantic segmenta-
tion, which can be trained fully end-to-end, hence not requiring
any external tool for saliency or objectness prediction, and
where the object position information is jointly extracted
when the network is trained for image classification. It is
well known that CNNs have remarkable object localization
ability, despite being trained only on image level labels for
classification and not for object detection, see [15], [16], for
instance. We leverage this capability to present our novel
deep learning architecture for weakly-supervised semantic
segmentation, shown in Figure 1, where the main contributions
can be summarized as follows:
1) We propose to integrate into the semantic segmentation
architecture, i.e. the segmenter network in Figure1, a
novel procedure able to generate accurate class-specific
activation masks to be used during learning. Techni-
cally, this procedure consists in a modification of the
Global Average Pooling (GAP) layer combined with
the Class Activation Mapping (CAM) technique [16],
which allows our network, in a single forward-pass,
to both classify the image and localize class-specific
segmentation masks.
2) We introduce, in Section III-A, the Hide-and-Seek strat-
egy, where we propose to combine two siamese CAM
modules so as to recover activation masks covering the
full object extents. As it is shown in Figure 1, our
idea consists in randomly hiding patches in a training
image, forcing the second CAM network to seek other
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Figure 1. Overview of the proposed weakly-supervised segmentation architecture. Our approach consists of two components: 1) the Hide-and-Seek module,
whose aim consists in generating the class activation masks (Ψ); and 2) the Segmenter network, which learns to segment the images according to the activation
maps.
relevant parts. This procedure with two siamese CAMs
enforces the network to give attention not only to the
most discriminative parts, but also to others which
are less discriminative but fundamental to build better
segmentation masks.
3) To learn our whole model, we propose an end-to-end
training process, which is based on a switching mecha-
nism to alternate between two loss functions, allowing
our architecture to jointly solve the segmentation and
classification tasks. See Section III-B.
4) Section III-C shows how we propose to modify the stan-
dard inference process, implementing a filtering stage
which leverages the knowledge of the Hide-and-Seek
strategy to weight the importance of the class labels in
the final segmentation.
5) Our solutions are learned from image labels, not requir-
ing any external tool for saliency or objectness predic-
tions. This allows us to offer a compact architecture,
learned fully end-to-end, where the segmentation and
classification tasks intertwine.
6) In Section IV , we demonstrate the benefits of our
approach on PASCAL VOC 2012 [17], which is the
most popular dataset for weakly-supervised semantic
segmentation. Our experiments show that our model
consistently outperforms several methods that use image
tags only, and even some models that leverage additional
supervision or training data.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section
II reviews the previous works found in the literature on the
weakly-supervised semantic segmentation task. We formally
define and discuss the individual components of our model
in Section III. In Section IV, we provide further insights by
discussing and evaluating the effect of each of our contribu-
tions separately in different experiments. We also compare the
results achieved by our weakly-supervised semantic segmen-
tation approach with the previous models and the state of the
art. We conclude in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
The last years have seen a tremendous interest on weakly-
supervised semantic segmentation, because this technique al-
leviates the painstaking process of manually generating pixel-
level training annotations. To reduce the burden of this type
of annotation, several strategies of weak supervision based
on CNNs have been applied to the semantic segmentation
task with great success. For instance, Papandreou et al. [4]
use annotated bounding boxes, and Lin et al. [18] propose to
employ scribbles.
Some recent works propose to train the solutions by just
using image labels [1], [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [8], [9], [10],
[11], [12], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25], which is
probably the simplest form of supervision for training semantic
segmentation models. These works can be classified in two
groups: i) those that explore the use of external object saliency
[3], [10], [11], [22] or objectness priors [1], [7], [8], [12],
[19] to build the rough segmentation masks to be used during
learning; and ii) those that propose a closed solution, where
the CNN segmentator is trained fully end-to-end, without any
external aid, e.g. [4], [5], [6], [7], [9], [20], [21], [23], [24],
[25]. Our model belongs to the second group.
Within this second group, the work of Pathak et al. [6]
constitutes the first method to consider to fine-tune a pre-
trained CNN, using only image-level tags, for a semantic
segmentation task. Their approach relies on a Multiple In-
stance Learning (MIL) loss to account for image tags during
training. While their model improves the segmentation ac-
curacy of a naive baseline, the accuracy remains relatively
low, due to the fact that no other priors than image tags are
employed. Pinheiro et al. [7] also propose to use a MIL-
based strategy to train models for semantic segmentation.
They adopt an alternative training procedure, based on the
Expectation-Maximization algorithm, to dynamically predict
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semantic foreground and background pixels. Their training
procedure significantly increases the accuracy. Moreover, their
work shows that it is possible to further improve this accuracy
by introducing a stronger supervision, such as labeled bound-
ing boxes for the objects. Importantly, however, their training
procedure is dataset-dependent and somehow not trivial to be
applied to a new dataset. Furthermore, their results remain
inaccurate in terms of object localization/segmentation. In
[5], weakly-supervised semantic segmentation is formulated
as a constrained optimization problem, and an additional prior
modeling for the size of objects is introduced. This prior
relies on thresholds determining the percentage of the image
area that certain object categories can occupy, which again
is dataset-dependent. Furthermore, as in [4], the resulting
method does not exploit any information about the location
of the objects, and thus yields poor localization accuracy.
More recent works try to increase the quality of the object
localization maps by: a) using dilated convolutions and varying
their dilation rates [24]; b) integrating a seeded region growing
technique into the segmentation network [23]; or c) proposing
a novel framework able to provide a self-guidance mechanism
on the attention map generation [21].
Increasing this accuracy typically requires the application
of saliency and/or objectness models. In particular, Bearman
et al. [1] directly incorporate an objectness prior obtained by
applying the algorithm in [26]. [7], [8], [12] employ object
proposals obtained by the Multiscale Combinatorial Grouping
(MCG) algorithm. Note that the MCG must be pre-trained with
pixel-level annotations, therefore these three approaches can-
not be considered in the fully weakly-supervised segmenters
group, they inherently are using a stronger supervision.
Oh et al. [3] exploit the fact that CNN-based image classi-
fiers are sensitive to discriminative areas of an image, and they
propose to combine this knowledge with a saliency algorithm.
They use the saliency model as an additional source of
information and hereby exploit prior knowledge on the object
extent and image statistics. In [10], an iterative adversarial
erasing approach based on CNN image classifiers is presented.
In order to expand and refine the object of interest regions,
this approach drives the classification networks to sequentially
discover new object localizations by erasing the current mined
regions. Then, to further enhance the quality of the discovered
regions, they use a saliency detection technology to produce
the segmentation mask for the training images. Wei et al. [11]
introduce a learning pipeline, in which an initial segmentation
model is trained with simple images using just saliency maps
for supervision.
In this paper we move towards a different direction, betting
on solutions trained in a end-to-end fashion, i.e. without a
pipeline with external tools with complex learning procedures.
We leverage the recent works [15], [16], where it is described
how, within its hidden layers, a CNN network trained for
image classification only, have already learned to focus on
generic foreground objects. In other words, a CNN network
trained for object recognition is able to both classify the image
and localize class-specific object regions in a single forward
pass.
Therefore, we present a weakly-supervised semantic seg-
mentation solution, where our network simultaneously learns
to generate a pool of multi-class attention masks using the
mechanisms described in [15], [16], and to perform the final
segmentation according to these masks. All this, without any
external aid apart from the image-level annotations.
The closest work to our approach is the one of Saleh et al.
[9]. They also make use of the object localization information
extracted directly from the classification network itself, as a
cue to improve the semantic segmentation. However, there are
important differences between their work and our solution.
First, in [9] a mechanism to build a binary mask (foreground
vs. background), using the network features, is described. We
instead propose a network design which is able to generate
class specific masks, using the activations from the features
learned by a set of siamese networks. To the best of our knowl-
edge, our approach is the first one to extract this information
directly from the hidden layer activations of a classification
network, and employ the resulting masks as localization cues
for weakly-supervised semantic segmentation. Second, their
learning process is completely different from ours. They
incorporate the resulting foreground/background masks in their
CNN network through a single semantic segmentation loss
function based on [5], following the optimization procedure
Log-Sum-Log trick of [7]. We train our CNN architecture by
jointly minimizing a weakly-supervised semantic segmentation
loss and a couple of classification losses. Moreover, we use
different semantic segmentation losses, and propose a switch-
ing loss learning procedure which reports the best results in
our experiments.
Finally, we find the recent works [27] and [28] on the
different problem of weakly supervised object localization,
that propose to use similar learning strategies to our Hide-
and-Seek approach. In [27], a hide and seek module is also
introduced to train the original CAM of [16] using random
hidden image patches to increase the precision of the class
activation maps. Instead, we use a Siamese deep network
architecture that allows our approach to simultaneously learn
the semantic segmentation module and the object localizers. To
have a Siamese based model brings some important benefits: i)
we can continuously refine the activation maps when the whole
image is visible and when the patches are hidden; ii) the weight
sharing mechanism behind a Siamese architecture allows to
deploy an end-to-end optimization where all the tasks (object
localization and semantic segmentation) are interconnected.
Moreover, while in [27] only changes to the input image are
applied to train the original CAM [16], we perform some
modifications into the CAM architecture itself. In [16] and
[27] the global average pooling is done after the conv5 layer.
We, instead, apply the global average pooling from the last
convolutional layer, i.e. conv7. This change is justified in the
experiments, which reveal that it results beneficial for the
semantic segmentation task. With respect to the other work,
i.e. [28], we find the following significant differences. Zhang
et al. [28] introduce the Adversarial Complementary Learning
(ACL) for the problem of object localization. First, ACL
technique needs to learn two different classifiers (training the
two adversarial branches), while in our Siamese architecture
all the parameters are shared by the two CAMs and the
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Segmenter network, an aspect that considerably reduces the
number of parameters of the model. Second, in the ACL
pipeline the adversarial classifier needs the input of the first
classifier to erase the regions of the images. In contrast, our
two CAM modules in the Hide-and-Seek block are in fact
simultaneously learned. Overall, while [27] and [28] have been
designed to just solve the problem of object localization, our
Siamese architecture allows us to adopt an end-to-end learning
methodology to simultaneously solve the object localization
and the semantic segmentation tasks.
III. WEAKLY-SUPERVISED SEMANTIC SEGMENTATION
FROM IMAGE-LEVEL LABELS
In this section, we introduce our approach to weakly-
supervised semantic segmentation. See Figure 1 for the big
picture of the proposed architecture. We present a closed
model, without external aids or components, which is learned
totally end-to-end. Our input consists of images with their
associated labels, indicating the object categories they contain.
These images are first used by our Hide-and-Seek module,
in charge of learning to produce rough segmentation masks.
We then propose a weakly-supervised learning algorithm that
leverages these masks, understanding them as the attention
mechanism for our segmenter network, which should control
the semantic segmentation precision.
Section III-A details how our approach extracts masks
directly from a CNN network trained for object class recog-
nition. Then, in Section III-B, we present our architecture for
semantic segmentation and we describe a new learning process
to train our full model. The key idea of our learning process
consists in that during training the proposed model switches
between two loss functions, depending on how noisy the
segmentation masks provided by the Hide-and-Seek module
are.
A. Hide-and-Seek: Finding Good Segmentation Masks via
Class Activation Maps
There has been a recent burst of techniques for localizing
objects from a CNN based classifier, e.g. [29], [30], [31],
[32], [16]. A strategy for image-level supervised localization
based on CNNs is to produce activation maps (score maps) for
each specific object category, and select or extract some rep-
resentative activation values. Some approaches rely on image
gradients from trained classifiers [30], [31], [32], while others
(e.g. [29], [16]) propose to apply the Global Average Pooling
(GAP) strategy of [33] on the last convolution layer. The
generated representations are then used as inputs to a fully-
connected layer for predicting image class labels. Ultimately,
a CNN based image classifier can therefore be also thought
of as an object localizer: the classification brings the location
of objects for free.
Ideally, one should simply incorporate this capability to
generate pixel level information from just image level tags,
in order to train semantic segmentation solutions. But, unfor-
tunately, a direct application of these learned masks does not
produce an acceptable accuracy of the final segmenter. First,
because the masks are too rough. And second, because all
these techniques do not necessarily capture the whole object
but just some parts that are considered as discriminative for
the convolutional layers.
To solve these weaknesses, we propose to train a siamese
CNN architecture by: a) jointly minimizing both a segmenta-
tion and a classification loss; and b) following our Hide-and-
Seek methodology.
Technically, we propose, as it is depicted in Figure 1, a
siamese architecture, which consists of three CNNs sharing
their weights. Two belong to the Hide-and-Seek module, and
one is for the Segmenter. Concretely, for these networks, we
follow the VGG-16 design [34], pre-trained on the ILSVRC
2012 dataset [35].
We now focus on the two networks of the Hide-and-Seek
step. The classification loss we choose is the squared label
prediction loss, as suggested by [12]. This way, we can
generate a sort of heat map for each image-level label using
the Classification Activation Maps (CAM) strategy [16]. Let
fk(x, y) represent the activation of unit k at spatial location
(x, y) in the last convolutional layer. Then, for unit k, the result
of performing global average pooling, F k, is
∑
x,y fk(x, y).
Thus, the predicted object score for class c, soc , which is the
input to our squared label prediction loss, can be written as
follows,
soc =
∑
k
ωckF
k =
∑
x,y
∑
k
ωckfk(x, y), (1)
where ωck is the weight corresponding to class c for unit
k. Essentially, ωck indicates the importance of the unit k for
the object category c, with c = {1, . . . , C}. C indicates the
number of object categories in the training set. Note that, as
it is suggested in [16], we ignore the bias term.
To generate a class activation map for class c, Mc, one can
use these weights in a linear combination of the activations of
the units in the last convolution layer, following
Mc(x, y) =
∑
k
ωckfk(x, y). (2)
Thus, soc =
∑
x,yMc(x, y), where Mc directly indicates
the importance of the activation at position (x, y) leading to
the classification of an image to category c.
These activation maps suffer from two main drawbacks,
like we just said. First, they only roughly match the shape of
the object, yielding an inaccurate localization of the object’s
boundary. Second, they only focus on object parts which have
been considered as discriminative during the classification
optimization. Certainly, they do not tend to cover the whole
object and thus complicate the semantic segmentation task.
To overcome these limitations, we propose to use two
siamese CAM modules, being this the main idea of our Hide-
and-Seek module. As it is shown in Figure 1, we propose
to train a second CAM network but with a different input.
Technically, we let this extra network to learn the CAMs
using input images where we have randomly hidden some
regions. This procedure forces our architecture to seek other
relevant parts of the objects, incorporating them to the CAMs.
Ultimately, our strategy works as a mechanism to draw the
attention of the networks to more and more parts of the objects,
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building CAMs that are actually able to localize a larger extent
of the objects.
We first divide the input images using a grid of non-
overlapping regions. These regions are randomly hidden in
each iteration. Therefore, it might happen that an object of
interest is completely hidden, or that the object is split (i.e.
partially hidden). Neither of these situations is problematic.
The former forces our architecture to focus on the context
of the object that might be relevant for the segmentation
task, although our background mask generator and the CRF
refinement step will be in charge of determining the final
contribution (see Figure 1). The latter allows our network
to focus on a partial view of the object, hence focusing the
attention of the network on the visible parts, which might not
have been attended by the standard CAM.
In more detail, our Hide-and-Seek strategy is performed
by dividing each training image into a grid of P × P non-
overlapping patches. With probability Ph, each patch is then
randomly hidden, i.e. its internal pixels are replaced by the
mean pixel values of all the training images. This novel hidden
image is then given as input to the second CAM network to
learn the corresponding image classifier. Note that the hidden
patches change randomly across the different training epochs,
which ideally forces the network to focus on different object
parts during learning. Once the two input images are passed
through our siamese CAM architecture, the activation maps
(Mc1 and Mc2) are generated. Then, they are merged using
an addition operation. Finally, the class activation maps are
normalized between 0 and 1 obtaining the final Mc class
activation maps.
To be able to train the segmenter network we need the
activation maps of each object category, but we also require
an activation map for the background class. To generate this
background annotation is going to be fundamental for the
accuracy of the final semantic segmentation. In practice, we
use the CAMs learned by our two siamese CNNs. As our
networks have learned to focus on the objects themselves,
they should produce high activations values on the objects
and their parts, and low activation responses for background-
like regions, such as sky and roads. One can therefore obtain
a foreground map by computing the mean over the feature
responses from each filter in the fifth convolutional layer
(conv5) for each spatial location. As it is shown in Figure
1, since the input image is the same for the Segmenter CNN
and the first CAM, we simply fuse the activation maps of
the Segmenter convnet and the Hide-and-Seek second CAM
(CAM2) to obtain our foreground mask (Mf ). The fusion
operation is performed by a simple element wise summation,
followed by a normalization layer. So, the resulting activation
foreground map, Mf , can be thought of as a pixel wise
foreground probability. Finally, if we denote Pf (x, y) as the
foreground probability at spatial location (x, y) in Mf , one
can obtain the background activation map at spatial grid (x, y)
as Mb(x, y) = 1 − Pf (x, y). With the background activation
map already computed, we concatenate it with the rest of class
activation maps obtaining the ultimate set of activation maps
(Mc+1), with c+ 1 layers.
Once the core of the Hide-and-Seek process has been
introduced, it is important to emphasize that our solution
is trained fully end-to-end. The activation maps are jointly
learned with the semantic segmentation network, this fact
prevents us from having to rely on any external aid [3], [10],
[11]. Moreover, we require neither pixel-level annotations [7],
[8], [12], nor object bounding boxes to train our model [4],
[7]. Image labels and just image labels.
As a final refinement stage of the activation maps, we
make use of a fully connected Conditional Random Field
(CRF) with higher-order terms in order to smooth out the
segmentation maps computed by our Hide-and-Seek siamese
CNNs architecture. At this point, we integrate into our system
the fully connected CRF model of [36]. Let z = {zi}W ·Hi=1 be
the set of random variables, where zi encodes the pixel label,
and W and H represent the width and the height, respectively,
of the resulting activation map, after resizing it to the original
image size.
The model learns the joint distribution over all pixels with
the following energy function:
E(z) =
∑
i
θi(zi) +
∑
ij
θij(zi, zj), (3)
where z encodes the label assignments for pixels. We use as
unary potential, θi(zi) = − logP (zi), where P (zi) is the label
assignment probability at pixel i as computed by our CNN
architecture.
The pairwise potential θij encodes the compatibility of a
joint label assignment for two pixels. Following [36], we de-
fine this pairwise term as a contrast-sensitive Potts model using
two Gaussian kernels encoding color similarity and spatial
smoothness. In particular, we use the following expression:
θij = µ(zi, zj)
[
ω1 exp
(
−||pi − pj ||
2
2σ2α
− ||Ii − Ij ||
2
2σ2β
)
+ω2 exp
(
−||pi − pj ||
2
2σ2γ
)]
, (4)
where µ(zi, zj) = 1 if zi 6= zj , and zero otherwise, which
means that only nodes with distinct labels are penalized. The
remaining expression corresponds to two Gaussian kernels.
The first one is a bilateral kernel that depends on both pixel
positions (denoted as p) and RGB color (denoted as I).
The second kernel only depends on pixel positions. The first
kernel is an appearance kernel, inspired by the observation
that nearby pixels with similar color are likely to be in
the same class. The second kernel removes small isolated
regions enforcing smoothness. Hyper-parameters σα, σβ and
σγ control the scale of the Gaussian kernels. Parameters ω1
and ω2 determine the trade-off between the appearance and
smoothness kernels.
Finally, in order to attain our estimated segmentation mask
(Ψ), which is used as supervision for the semantic segmenta-
tion model, we first resize the smoothed activation map back to
the dimensions w×h of the feature or score map provided by
the segmenter network. If we denote the predicted probability
for the class c of pixel pi as pci , and the category set as
O = {0, 1, . . . , C}, where 0 indicates the background class,
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we can obtain the estimated label li of each pixel pi in our
segmentation mask (Ψ) as
li = arg max
c∈O
pci . (5)
B. Weakly-Supervised Learning by Switching Loss Functions
We here introduce our weakly-supervised learning model.
When the class label is available for every pixel during
training, or, as in our case, when these labels are provided
by the Hide-and-Seek module, the segmenter network can be
trained by optimizing the sum of per-pixel cross-entropy terms.
However, we cannot follow this simple learning pipeline.
Since our CAM networks are learned simultaneously with the
rest of our architecture, i.e. we do not use any pretrained solu-
tion, the attention masks provided by them can be quite noisy,
specially during the first iterations. Therefore, we propose
to combine in the optimization a standard weakly-supervised
loss for semantic segmentation, and a switching process for
those iterations where the segmentation masks provided by
our siamese CAM networks are not accurate.
We now first describe a loss for weakly-supervised learning
of segmentation models, based on image labels only. Then, we
show how to combine this loss with the traditional per pixel
softmax cross-entropy loss along with the labels provided by
our class activation maps.
Intuitively, given an image with different class labels, one
would like to encourage the segmenter to assign image pixels
to the observed classes in the image, while penalizing an
assignment to unobserved classes. Formally, let I be the set of
pixels in the feature map provided by the segmenter network.
Let L ⊆ {0, 1, . . . , C} be the set of classes (including class
0, background) present in the image, and Lˆ ⊆ {0, 1, . . . , C}
be the set of classes not present in the image. Furthermore,
let sic be the segmenter score for pixel i and class c. Then,
the softmax probability of class c at pixel position i can be
defined as follows, Sic = exp(sic)/
∑C
k=0 exp(sik).
In this case, knowing only the set of classes present and
not present in the image, one can train the model with the
following cross-entropy loss:
Lweak(S,L, Lˆ) = − 1|L|
∑
c∈L
log(Stc)−
1
|Lˆ|
∑
c∈Lˆ
log(1− Stc),
(6)
where Stc represents a candidate score for each class present
or not present in the image. The first part of Equation 6 is
used in [6]. It encourages each present class to have a high
probability on at least one pixel in the image. The second part
has been introduced by [5], corresponding to the fact that no
pixels should have high probability for classes that are not
present in the image.
Now that this weakly-supervised loss has been introduced,
we detail how to combine it with the per pixel softmax cross-
entropy loss, which is going to be used in conjunction with
the pixel labels of the learned activation maps.
Given the estimated activation masks in Ψ, obtained by our
siamese CAM networks, we have a mechanism to indicate
whether pixel i belongs to class li. Thus, the cross-entropy
loss function proposed to train our segmentation network can
be defined as
Lsmx(S,Ψ) = − 1
N
∑
i∈I
logSili , (7)
where N is the total number of pixels in the feature map.
Our learning process naturally optimizes the loss in Equa-
tion 7. However, to learn only through this loss may not be
the best choice. Like we just have explained, the segmentation
masks provided by the Hide-and-Seek component can be
imprecise in some iterations. Therefore, we propose to switch
to the loss in Equation 6, when we detect a noisy segmentation
mask. In particular, we propose to apply a max pooling
aggregation to Equation 6. In our case, we take Stc of Equation
6 as Stc = max
i∈I
Sic. This encourages the model to increase the
score of the pixel which is considered as the most important
pixel for the image-level classification task. Note that we have
chosen to apply this max pooling model, instead of the Log-
Sum-Log trick [7], [9]. This decision has multiple benefits.
First of all, the segmentation performance increases in all our
experiments. Secondly, because specially in noisy iterations it
is interesting to follow this pooling, which actually focuses
the network learning only on one pixel, the one selected by
the max operation, and not on multiple pixels with noisy label
assignments.
Technically, we have designed two mechanisms for the loss
switching. The first one is based on a fixed early switching
model. In order to obtain appropriate activation maps with
the Hide-and-Seek component, during the first ni iterations,
the segmenter is trained only using Lweak, and the rest of
iterations is trained by optimizing Equation 7.
The second scenario is based on an adaptive switching
mode throughout the learning process. Once the initial ni
iterations have passed, the segmenter is optimized by Lweak
only in noisy segmentation masks iterations. We consider
a segmentation mask Ψ as noisy if the number of pixels
belonging to a different class from the background class is
lower or equal than a certain threshold τ . We consider this
criterion appropriate, because we have detected that the Hide-
and-Seek module, when it does not yield a correct result, is
because it tends to classify all pixels in the background class.
Note that this situation is particularly aggravated by the CRF
model. These are precisely the masks that we want to avoid
during the learning process, so that the segmentation network
is not contaminated. Formally, we can write our adaptive
switching loss function as
Ladapt =
Lweak, if
∑
i∈Ψ
1[li 6= 0] ≤ τ
Lsmx, otherwise,
(8)
being 1[li 6= 0] equal to 1 if and only if the pixel label li ∈ Ψ
does not belong to class 0. In practice, we set τ to 0. We show
the impact of both strategies in Section IV-B5.
C. Inference stage
Once the architecture has been learned, we are ready to
enter into the inference mode. The segmenter network can be
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Figure 2. Inference stage. We propose a filtering approach, which leverages the class activation knowledge of our Hide-and-Seek network to refine the final
segmentation. Technically, we incorporate to the pipeline a classification branch which recovers the importance of each class in the test image. These scores
per category are used to weight the output segmentation masks produced by the segmenter module.
directly used to produce the semantic segmentation for test
images. However, we propose to introduce a filtering step to
further improve the performance of the segmentations. This
filter is able to leverage the class activation maps knowledge,
learned by the Hide-and-Seek module, to refine the final
segmentation.
As it is shown in Figure 2, we attach to the segmenter
module a sort of classification branch, which recovers the
importance of each class in the test image. Technically, we
take the output of the last convolutional layer. This is passed
trough the learned GAP and fully connected layer of the
first CAM of the Hide-and-Seek module. This way the class
activation maps for the test image can be recovered. We
then use a sigmoid per class to obtain a score per category,
which are used to weight the segmentations per class. This
weighting mechanism regulates the importance of the different
classes in the final segmentation, leveraging the knowledge of
the Hide-and-Seek module. Therefore, those classes with low
confidences are removed for obtaining the final segmentation
mask. Our experiments show the benefits of this filtering
process, which otherwise could not have been implemented
without a learning mechanism as described in this article.
IV. EXPERIMENTS
In Sections IV-A and IV-B, we provide details of our im-
plementation and an extensive evaluation of the contributions
of our work, respectively. Finally, Section IV-C compares our
weakly-supervised semantic segmentation approach with the
previous models trained in an end-to-end framework from
image-level labels. We also compare our approach with other
methods that rely on additional supervision, providing this way
a detailed analysis with respect to the state of the art.
A. Experimental Setup
1) Implementation Details: We adopt the architecture of
DeepLab-CRF-LargeFOV [37] model for both the Hide-and-
Seek and segmenter modules. We choose a VGG-16 [34]
based architecture, whose parameters are initialized learning
the 1000-class classification task on the ILSVRC 2012 dataset
[35]. The last convolutional layer is initialized with zero-mean
Gaussian noise, with a standard deviation of 0.1. We use a
mini-batch of 1 image, and the parameters of the network
are learned using stochastic gradient descent, with a learning
rate of 10−4 for the first 40k iterations, and of 10−5 for the
next 40k iterations. We use a momentum of 0.9 and fix the
weight decay to 0.0005. We employ the original DeepLab code
[37], which is implemented based on the publicly available
Caffe framework [38]. Our codes can be downloaded from:
https://github.com/gramuah/weakly-supervised-segmentation.
To train our model, input images are randomly cropped to
patches with size 321 × 321. We directly feed the segmenter
module with these patches, obtaining as output a feature map
of width and height equal to 41 × 41. The Hide-and-Seek
module needs these patches to be resized to 224×224. For the
second CAM network, note that we first divide these patches
into a grid with 16 regions of size 56 × 56. Each region is
then hidden with a probability Ph = 0.5. We then take the
new images with hidden regions, and we use them to feed
this second CAM module. With this size of input, the resulting
activation map (Mc) has a spatial resolution of 14×14. For the
noise smoothing process, we set the CRF parameters following
the setup described in [37]: ω1 = 5, ω2 = 3, σα = 50, σβ =
10 and σγ = 3.
2) Dataset and Evaluation Metrics: In our experiments,
we use the PASCAL VOC 2012 [17] dataset, which serves
as a benchmark for most of the weakly-supervised semantic
segmentation published papers [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], [9], [10].
This dataset contains 20 object categories and one background
category and 10582 training images (the original VOC 2012
training set and the additional data annotated by [39]), 1449
validation images and 1456 test images. In our experiments,
only image-level labels are used for training, and these image
tags are obtained from the pixel-level annotation by simply
listing the classes observed in each image. The performance
is evaluated in terms of the Pixel-wise Classification Accuracy
(PCA) of the predicted segmentation. We also report the mean
Intersection over Union (mIoU) between the ground-truth and
estimated segmentation masks.
B. Ablation Study
We analyze here the main improvements associated to each
of the proposed contributions. We start discussing in Section
IV-B1 about the different global average pooling (GAP) archi-
tectures. Section IV-B2 shows the influence in the performance
of the Hide-and-Seek strategy. Then, in Section IV-B3 we
show the benefits of introducing a CRF based strategy during
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Table I
COMPARING GAP ARCHITECTURES. ACCURACY COMPARISON ON
PASCAL VOC 2012 VALIDATION SET.
Architectures before CRF after CRF
PCA (%) mIoU (%) PCA (%) mIoU (%)
GAP from conv5 70.92 26.27 73.60 27.65
GAP from conv7 72.92 34.03 75.98 36.50
Table II
QUANTITATIVE RESULTS WITH AND WITHOUT THE HIDE-AND-SEEK
MODULE. ACCURACY COMPARISON ON PASCAL VOC 2012 VALIDATION
SET.
With or Without before CRF after CRF
Hide-and-Seek PCA (%) mIoU (%) PCA (%) mIoU (%)
Without (1 CAM) 69.80 33.04 72.47 35.47
With (2 CAMs) 72.92 34.03 75.98 36.50
With (3 CAMs) 72.03 33.79 75.76 36.04
the learning process. Section IV-B4 demonstrates how the
precision increases due to the filtering process introduced for
the inference stage. Finally, we discuss about our switching
loss process (Section IV-B5) and the impact of training the
model in an end-to-end fashion (Section IV-B6).
1) GAP Architecture Analysis: Table I compares different
GAP architectures. The first row corresponds to the original
architecture described in [16], where, for the VGG-16 network,
the layers after convolution 5 (conv5) are removed and the
GAP strategy is applied from this layer. The second row
shows the results achieved by our proposal, which implements
the global average pooling from the last convolution, i.e.
convolution 7 (conv7). For both architectures, we show the
accuracy achieved by the model before and after the CRF
utilized for post-processing during inference. Interestingly,
when using a GAP strategy from conv7 instead of conv5, we
see a significant improvement for all metrics. In more detail,
in terms of mIoU, we gain 7.76% and 8.85% before and after
CRF, respectively.
2) Hide-and-Seek module: How important is the Hide-and-
Seek module? In Table II we report the results achieved by our
model using different number of siamese CAM networks. Note
that when only one CAM network is used, no Hide-and-Seek
strategy is actually implemented. It is when we incorporate
two or more CAM networks, when we use the Hide-and-Seek
process to focus the attention of these novel CAMs to images
that contain randomly hidden patches. Again, we show the
model performance before and after the CRF post-processing.
As it can be seen, in terms of mIoU, the use of a pair of
CAM networks improves the performance of an architecture
with just one CAM and no Hide-and-Seek idea. The best result
is obtained by introducing two siamese CAMs to the model.
Demonstrated the benefits of the Hide-and-Seek mechanism,
we explore now the influence of its parameters. Table III
summarizes the accuracy obtained by our model when the
second CAM uses different number of hidden random patches
per image. For this experiment, we use a fixed number of
hidden random patches (rows: 1, 2, 3), and a random number
which changes across different epochs (row 4). The best
performance is obtained by the random strategy, which we
Table III
HIDE-AND-SEEK CAM ANALYSIS: NUMBER OF EXTRACTED HIDDEN
RANDOM PATCHES. ACCURACY COMPARISON ON PASCAL VOC 2012
VALIDATION SET.
Number of before CRF after CRF
random patches PCA (%) mIoU (%) PCA (%) mIoU (%)
4 72.64 33.13 75.63 35.80
5 73.03 33.34 76.09 36.18
6 72.59 33.18 75.60 35.90
random 72.92 34.03 75.98 36.50
Table IV
IMPACT OF SMOOTHING OUT THE NOISY ACTIVATION MAPS COMPUTED
DURING TRAINING PROCESS. ACCURACY COMPARISON ON PASCAL
VOC 2012 VALIDATION SET.
Models before CRF after CRF
PCA (%) mIoU (%) PCA (%) mIoU (%)
Our architecture 72.92 34.03 75.98 36.50
Our architecture + CRF 77.93 38.29 79.76 40.04
believe forces the network to better learn the different parts
of the objects, and therefore to obtain better class activation
maps.
3) Smoothing the Activation Maps: We now analyze the
effect of smoothing out the noisy activation maps obtained
by the Hide-and-Seek architecture using the fully connected
CRF model [36]. Table IV shows the results achieved by
our model with and without the CRF stage during learning.
Note that the table reports also the semantic segmentation
performance when a CRF is used for the refinement of the
final segmentation. The use of a CRF during training increases
the accuracy of the model, we have a gain of nearly 4% in
terms of mIoU. Figure 3 qualitatively shows the substantial
improvement obtained in the activations masks by introducing
a fully connected CRF model during the learning process.
4) Filter for the inference stage: Table V reports the results
obtained by our model with and without the filtering process
detailed in Section III-C. Our filtering strategy is able to
incorporate the knowledge of the class activation maps for the
refinement of the final segmentations, improving the accuracy
of the solution. The improvement is rather humble, which
demonstrates that our fully end-to-end learning process itself
ends with an architecture that naturally penalizes those classes
that are not present in the image. In any case, the increment
offered by our filtering mechanism has consistently appeared
in our experiments, always improving the final performance
of the model.
5) Switching Loss Functions: The switching loss mecha-
nism that we introduce in Section III-B has to be analyzed
experimentally. We here explore the influence of these ideas,
reporting the performance of our architecture under three
situations: 1) no switching loss approach is used; 2) fixed
early switching; and 3) adaptive switching. This experiment
can reveal whether we can improve the traditional per pixel
softmax cross-entropy loss based learning process used by
most of weakly-supervised semantic segmentation models.
Table VI reports all the results.
To analyze the real influence solely due to the losses, we
start by analyzing the performance of the proposed architecture
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Figure 3. Qualitative examples of the effect of using a fully connected CRF
model during the learning process. The first column corresponds to the ground
truth (GT) masks. The second column shows the learned activation masks
before applying our CRF, and the third column shows the masks after the
application of the CRF.
considering that no CRF refinement is used. First things first,
our results reveal that the application of any of our switching
loss strategies always improves the results. With respect to the
fixed early switching model, we see that the higher the number
of iterations we fix to change from the standard cross-entropy
loss to the loss using our learned activation maps, the better.
This proves our assumption that during the initial iterations,
the learned activation maps are noisier and thus hinder the
learning process.
Finally, in row 4 of Table VI we show the benefits of the
Table V
WEAKLY-SUPERVISED SEMANTIC SEGMENTATION RESULTS INTRODUCING
THE PROPOSED TEST FILTERING PROCESS. ACCURACY COMPARISON ON
PASCAL VOC 2012 VALIDATION SET.
Models before CRF after CRF
PCA (%) mIoU (%) PCA (%) mIoU (%)
Our architecture + CRF 77.93 38.29 79.76 40.04
Our architecture + CRF + test filter 78.04 38.55 79.79 40.45
Table VI
IMPACT OF SWITCHING THE LOSS FUNCTION DURING LEARNING
PROCESS. THE ARCHITECTURE FOR ALL MODELS IS CAM1 & CAM2 +
CRF + TEST FILTER. ACCURACY COMPARISON ON PASCAL VOC 2012
VALIDATION SET.
Learning Accuracy
process PCA (%) mIoU (%)
Without Switching Loss Function 78.04 38.55
Fixed Switching (1000 iters) 78.93 38.55
Fixed Switching (5000 iters) 79.47 39.36
Adaptive Switching 80.55 40.44
adaptive switching mechanism. By automatically detecting the
noisy activation maps iterations, and switching to the cross-
entropy loss, we obtain the best performance of 80.55% and
40.44% for PCA and mIoU, respectively. If we now apply the
CRF refinement step, the PCA and mIoU metrics increase to
80.56% and 41.89%.
From now on, we name our best approach, i.e. Hide-and-
Seek (CAM1 & CAM2) + CRF for smoothing + test filter +
adaptive switching + CRF for refinement, simply as H&S.
6) Impact of the end-to-end Learning Framework: Nor-
mally, most weakly-supervised systems tend to rely on external
components, which are pre-trained, e.g. [1], [3], [10], [11], so,
no end-to-end learning of the whole solution is possible.
Our solution can also be trained using a pretrained model
for the CAMs. However, one question immediately rises:
is it beneficial to train our weakly-supervised segmentation
solution in an end-to-end mode? Other solutions using CAM-
based localization networks for the weakly-supervision (e.g.
[3]), use a pretrained model, which is normally learned in
the segmentation dataset itself. Once these models are trained,
their parameters are loaded and frozen, and only the part of
the deep network in charge of the segmentation is learned. In
other words, the solutions are trained in two separated steps,
without any interaction. We want to demonstrate with this
experiment that it is beneficial for both tasks to be learned
jointly. Note that we propose to update the model weights
of the whole architecture following a joint optimization of
both classification and segmentation losses, in an end-to-end
learning process.
Table VII summarizes the accuracy achieved by: 1) our
H&S model; 2) our H&S model but not trained end-to-end
(we simply use a pre-trained siamese CAM network) (H&S-
not e2e); 3) the best pre-trained CAM-based model described
in [3], named Seeds. Again, the obtained results are shown
before and after a CRF post-processing step. For all metrics,
our end-to-end proposal outperforms our pre-trained CAM-
based localization network. Training our model in an end-to-
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Table VII
IMPACT OF AN END-TO-END LEARNING FRAMEWORK. ACCURACY
COMPARISON ON PASCAL VOC 2012 VALIDATION SET.
Training before CRF after CRF
strategy PCA (%) mIoU (%) PCA (%) mIoU (%)
H&S-not e2e 75.90 34.00 77.08 36.90
Seeds [3] Pre-trained – 38.70 – 39.80
H&S 80.55 40.44 80.56 41.89
end fashion, we gain 5% on mIoU terms. Interestingly, our
siamese CAM architecture trained end-to-end also outperforms
the best results presented in [3] for a GAP-based method,
increasing the accuracy by 2.1%.
C. Comparison with State-of-the-art Solutions
We start reporting in Table VIII the accuracy, in terms of
IoU, achieved by our model for each of the object categories
contained in the PASCAL VOC 2012 [17] dataset. Note that
our model exceeds 50% of accuracy for classes airplane, bus,
car, cat and motorbike, while it presents difficulties to segment
the classes bicycle and chair. Qualitative segmentation results
are shown in Figure 4.
We now compare our approach with state-of-the-art weakly-
supervised solutions trained in an end-to-end fashion only
using image-level labels as supervision. Table IX summarizes
the main results for both validation and test sets of the PAS-
CAL VOC 2012 dataset. Note that our approach significantly
outperforms 8 of 11 solutions reported in the literature. One
exception is the solution of Saleh et al. [9]. Note that to
reach this result, they need to initialize the weights of the
last convolutional layer with the parameters corresponding
to the 20 classes shared by PASCAL VOC and ILSVRC
datasets. MDC [24] approach uses a more complex network
architecture. They build the approach upon the VGG16 model,
removing the fully-connected layers, and one pooling layer,
and appending to conv5 layer convoluational blocks with
multiple dilated rates. In DSRG [23], an external seed region
growing mechanism is integrated to refine the activation maps.
However, we offer a closed solution, where just the CAMs
modules are needed. Finally, for the comparison with GAIN
[21], one must consider that for the results reported, their
GAIN mechanism has to be integrated in the more complex
SEC model [20]. The comparison with the method MIL w/ILP
[7] is particularly interesting. This model uses a large amount
of additional images (roughly 700K) from the ILSVRC 2013
dataset, so as to boost the accuracy of the basic MIL method
(see row 1). We still outperform this model, even without using
any such additional source of data. Finally, the benefits of our
class-specific masks are also further evidenced by the fact that
we outperform the mask-free models proposed in [6] and [5]
by 16.2 and 6.6 mIOU points, respectively.
To conclude, we consider also interesting to compare the
performance of our solution, which only uses image-level la-
bels as supervision, with other methods that rely on additional
sources of supervision . In particular, these include the point
supervision of [1], models that exploit an objectness prior [1],
[7], methods that implicitly use pixel-level supervision [7], [8],
[12], models that employ labeled bounding boxes [4], [7] or
scribbles [18], approaches that use saliency maps [3], [10],
[11] or other kinds of supervision [5], [9].
Despite being far from methods such as [18], [3], [4], note
how our accuracy is comparable or even higher than of other
methods such as [1], [5], [7]. Importantly, we outperform
methods exploiting an objectness prior [1], [7]. This fact
demonstrates the benefits of using the class-specific segmen-
tation masks provided by our Hide-and-Seek strategy, instead
of external and pretrained objectness modules. It is worth
mentioning that our model obtains results comparable to [1],
where the additional supervision of using annotated points
is needed. Using only image tags, our model improves the
performance of models that rely on the supervision offered
by annotated bounding boxes, as in [7], where it is reported
a mIoU of 37.0%, versus our 42.6% for this metric. We also
outperform the random crop supervision implemented in [5]
(41.9% vs. 36.4%). We achieve an accuracy comparable to
that of methods that implicitly use pixel-level supervision [7],
[12] or use size information [5]. We believe that this further
evidences the benefits of our approach.
D. Weakly Supervised Object Localization
Do object detectors emerge in our architecture? Although
weakly supervised object localization (WSOL) is not the main
target of our research, it is true that our Hide-and-Seek block,
just learning from image labels, is able to produce object
localizations. Therefore, we evaluate here the performance for
this task, using again the PASCAL VOC 2012 dataset, which
also provides ground truth information for the bounding boxes
of the objects.
Technically, we compute the class activation maps (CAMs)
released by the Hide-and-Seek module for each image in
the validation set of the PASCAL VOC 2012 dataset. Our
objective is to create a set of bounding boxes (BBs) for each
category. Therefore, we start performing a binarization to the
CAMs, using a threshold of 0.6. This means that regions
in the CAMs with values over this threshold do contain
objects. Then, we apply a standard connected components
algorithm to consolidate the regions, and build the final BBs
that enclose them. The score of each BB is computed as
the sum of the output scores in the CAM associated to the
corresponding regions. As a final refinement, we perform a
Non-max suppression.
We report in Table XI the mean Average Precision (mAP)
for different intersection over union thresholds (tIoU), as
suggested in [40]. Interestingly, for categories aeroplane, bus,
cat, dog, motorbike and train, our approach reports a high
Average Precision (AP). Figure 5 shows some qualitative
results for the WSOL problem.
V. CONCLUSION
We have addressed the problem of weakly-supervised se-
mantic segmentation using only image-level labels. In par-
ticular, we have proposed an end-to-end learning method to
directly exploit the prior knowledge of a CNN network, trained
for object recognition, to generate class-specific masks, which
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Table VIII
WEAKLY-SUPERVISED SEMANTIC SEGMENTATION RESULTS ACHIEVED BY OUR H&S MODEL. ACCURACY ON 21 CLASSES FROM PASCAL VOC 2012
VALIDATION SET.
Back. Aero. Bike Bird Boat Bottle Bus Car Cat Chair Cow Table Dog Horse Mbike Person Plant Sheep Sofa Train Tv Average
IoU 78.14 51.32 18.20 46.55 31.92 35.08 58.52 50.60 50.24 16.45 40.33 27.43 45.13 47.85 54.87 32.05 29.51 45.97 25.74 48.68 45.12 41.89
RGB image Our model GT RGB image Our model GT
Figure 4. Qualitative segmentation results achieved by our H&S model. The first and forth columns correspond to the RGB images. The second and fifth
columns are the masks obtained by our model. Third and sixth columns correspond to ground truth (GT) masks.
Figure 5. Qualitative Weakly Supervised Object Localization results achieved by our H&S model. Green boxes indicate ground-truth instance annotation.
Red boxes indicate our localizations.
are used as automatic supervisory mechanisms to train the
segmentation network.
In particular, we have introduced a novel siamese CNN
architecture, i.e. the Hide-and-Seek, based on the CAM tech-
nique, which learns to generate class specific activation maps
that are able to cover the full object extents. We have also
shown how to integrate these multi-class masks into a new
end-to-end learning process, which allows a CNN architecture
to jointly learn to classify and segment the images. Our exper-
iments on PASCAL VOC 2012 [17] dataset have shown the
benefits of our approach, which outperforms several methods
that use image tags only, and even some models that leverage
additional supervision or training data.
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Table IX
STATE-OF-THE-ART COMPARISON OF WEAKLY-SUPERVISED SEMANTIC
SEGMENTATION MODELS TRAINED IN AN END-TO-END MANNER.
SUPERVISION: IMAGE-LEVEL LABELS. ACCURACY COMPARISON ON
PASCAL VOC 2012 VALIDATION AND TEST SETS.
Models Training validation test
Set (mIoU) (mIoU)
MIL [7] 10K 17.8 –
EM-Fixed [4] 10K 20.8 –
MIL-FCN [6] 10K 25.7 24.9
What’s the point [1] 10K 29.8 –
CCNN [5] 10K 35.3 35.6
EM-Adapt [4] 10K 38.2 39.6
BFBP [9] 10K 46.6 –
GAIN [21] 10K 55.3 56.8
DSRG [23] 10K 59.0 60.4
MDC [24] 10K 60.4 60.8
H&S (ours) 10K 41.9 42.6
MIL w/ILP [7] 700K 32.6 –
Table X
ACCURACY COMPARISON ON PASCAL VOC 2012 VALIDATION AND TEST
SETS FOR OTHER STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS TRAINED WITH HIGHER
LEVELS OF SUPERVISION.
Models Training val test
Set (mIoU) (mIoU)
Supervision: Image-level Labels + Points
What’s the point + 1Point [1] 10K 35.1 –
What’s the point + obj + 1Point [1] 10K 42.7 –
What’s the point + obj + AllPoints [1] 10K 42.7 –
Supervision: Image-level Labels + Pixel-level
SN-B+MGG seg [12] 10K 41.9 43.2
MIL w/ILP seg [7] 700K 42.0 40.6
AF-MGG seg [8] 10K 54.3 55.5
Supervision: Image-level Labels + Boxes
MIL w/ILP + bbox [7] 700K 37.8 37.0
WSSL + bbox [4] 10K 60.6 62.2
Supervision: Image-level Labels + Scribbles
Scribblesup [18] 10K 63.1 –
Supervision: Image-level Labels + Others
CCNN + Random Crops [5] 10K 36.4 –
CCNN + Size Info [5] 10K 42.4 45.1
BFBP + CheckMask [9] 10K 51.5 52.9
Supervision: Image-level Labels + Saliency
STC [11] 50K 49.8 51.2
AE-PSL [10] 10K 55.0 55.7
G2 [3] 10K 55.7 56.7
Supervision: Image-level Labels + Objectness
What’s the point [1] 10K 32.2 –
MIL w/ILP-sppxl [7] 700K 36.6 35.8
Supervision: Image-level Labels
GAIN [21] 10K 55.3 56.8
DSRG [23] 10K 59.0 60.4
MDC [24] 10K 60.4 60.8
H&S (ours) 10K 41.9 42.6
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